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ACCUSED OF ABUSE, PRIESTS MOVE ON TO TEACH, COUNSEL, PREY
By Claudia Lauer And Meghan Hoyer  |  The Associated Press    

Nearly 1,700 priests and other clergy members that the Roman 
Catholic Church considers credibly accused of child sexual 
abuse are living under the radar with little to no oversight from 
religious authorities or law enforcement, decades after the first 
wave of the church abuse scandal roiled U.S. dioceses, an Associ-
ated Press investigation has found.

These priests, deacons, monks and lay people now teach mid-
dle-school math. They counsel survivors of sexual assault. They 
work as nurses and volunteer at nonprofits aimed at helping 
at-risk kids. They live next to playgrounds and day care centers. 
They foster and care for children.

And in their time since leaving the church, dozens have com-
mitted crimes, including sexual assault and possessing child 
pornography, the AP's analysis found.

A recent push by Roman Catholic dioceses across the U.S. 
to publish the names of those it considers to be credibly 
accused has opened a window into the daunting problem of 
how to monitor and track priests who often were never crimi-
nally charged and, in many cases, were removed from or left the 
church to live as private citizens.

Each diocese determines its own standard to deem a priest 
credibly accused, with the allegations ranging from inappropri-
ate conversations and unwanted hugging to forced sodomy and 
rape.

Dioceses and religious orders so far have shared the names of 
more than 5,100 clergy members, with more than three-quarters 
of the names released just in the last year. The AP researched 
the nearly 2,000 who remain alive to determine where they have 
lived and worked — the largest-scale review to date of what hap-
pened to priests named as possible sexual abusers.

In addition to the almost 1,700 that the AP was able to iden-
tify as largely unsupervised, there were 76 people who could 
not be located. The remaining clergy members were found to 
be under some kind of supervision, with some in prison or 
overseen by church programs.

The review found hundreds of priests held positions of trust, 
many with access to children. More than 160 continued working 
or volunteering in churches, including dozens in Catholic dio-
ceses overseas and some in other denominations. Roughly 190 

obtained professional licenses to work in education, medicine, 
social work and counseling — including 76 who, as of August, 
still had valid credentials in those fields.

The research also turned up cases where the priests were once 
again able to prey on victims.

After Roger Sinclair was removed by the Diocese of Greens-
burg in Pennsylvania in 2002 for allegedly abusing a teenage boy 
decades earlier, he ended up in Oregon. In 2017, he was arrested 
for repeatedly molesting a young developmentally disabled man 
and is now imprisoned for a crime that the lead investigator in 
the Oregon case says should have never been allowed to happen.

Like Sinclair, the majority of people listed as credibly accused 
were never criminally prosecuted for the abuse alleged when 
they were part of the church. That lack of criminal history 
has revealed a sizable gray area that state licensing boards and 
background check services are not designed to handle as former 
priests seek new employment, apply to be foster parents and live 
in communities unaware of their presence and their pasts.

It also has left dioceses struggling with how — or if — former 
employees should be tracked and monitored. Victims' advocates 
have pushed for more oversight, but church officials say what's 
being requested extends beyond what they legally can do. And 
civil authorities like police departments or prosecutors say their 
purview is limited to people convicted of crimes.

That means the heavy lift of tracking former priests has fallen 
to citizen watchdogs and victims, whose complaints have fueled 
suspensions, removals and firings. But even then, loopholes in 
state laws allow many former clergy to keep their new jobs even 
when the history of allegations becomes public.

"Defrocked or not, we've long argued that bishops can't 
recruit, hire, ordain, supervise, shield, transfer and protect pred-
ator priests, then suddenly oust them and claim to be powerless 
over their whereabouts and activities," said David Clohessy, the 
former executive director of the Survivors Network of those 
Abused by Priests, who now heads the group's St. Louis chapter.

"IT WAS SUPPOSED TO MAKE ABUSE HISTORY"
When the first big wave of the clergy abuse scandal hit Roman 

Catholic dioceses in the early 2000s, the U.S. bishops created 
the Dallas Charter, a baseline for sexual abuse reporting, train-

ing and other procedures to prevent child abuse. A handful of 
canon lawyers and experts at the time said every diocese should 
be transparent, name priests that had been accused of abuse 
and, in many cases, get rid of them.

Most dioceses decided against naming priests, however. And 
with the dioceses that did release lists in the next few years— 
some by choice, others due to lawsuit settlements or bankruptcy 
proceedings — abuse survivors complained about underreport-
ing of priests, along with the omission of religious brothers they 
believed should be on those lists.

"The Dallas Charter was supposed to fix everything. It was 
supposed to make the abuse scandal history. But that didn't 
happen," said the Rev. Thomas Doyle, a canon lawyer who had 
tried to warn the bishops that abuse was widespread and that 
they should clean house.

After the charter was established in 2002, some critics say 
dioceses were more likely to simply defrock priests and return 
them to private citizenship.

Before 2018's landmark Pennsylvania grand jury report, 
which named more than 300 predator priests accused of abus-
ing more than 1,000 children in six dioceses, the official lists 
of credibly accused priests added up to fewer than 1,500 names 
nationwide. Now, within the span of a little more than a year, 
more than 100 dioceses and religious orders have come forward 
with thousands of names — but often little other information 
that can be used to alert the public.

Some of the lists merely provide names, without details of 
the abuse allegations that led to their inclusion, the dates of 
the priests' assignments or the parishes where they served. And 
many don't disclose the priests' status with the church, which 
can vary from being moved into full retirement to being ban-
ished from performing public sacraments while continuing to 
perform administrative work. Only a handful of the lists include 
the last-known cities the priests lived in.

Over nine months, AP reporters and researchers scoured pub-
lic databases, court records, property records, social media and 
other sources to locate the ousted clergy members.

That effort unearthed hundreds of these priests who, largely 

unwatched by church and civil authorities, chose careers that put them 
in new positions of trust and authority, including jobs in which they 
dealt with children and survivors of sexual abuse.

At least two worked as juvenile detention officers, in Washington and 
Arizona, and several others migrated to government roles like victims' 
advocate or public health planner. Others landed jobs at places like 
Disney World, community centers or family shelters for domestic abuse. 
And one former priest started a nonprofit that sends people to volunteer 
in orphanages and other places in developing nations.

The AP determined that a handful adopted or fostered children, 
sponsored teens and young adults coming to the U.S. for educational 
opportunities, or worked with organizations that are part of the foster 
care system, though that number could be much higher since no public 
database tracks adoptive or foster parents.

Until February, former priest Steven Gerard Stencil worked at a Phoe-
nix company that places severely disabled children in foster homes and 
trains foster parents to care for them. Colleagues knew he was a former 
priest, but were unaware of past allegations against him, according to 
Lauree Copenhaver, the firm's executive director.

Stencil, now 67, was suspended from ministry in 2001 after a trip to 
Mexico that violated a diocese policy forbidding clerics from being with 
minors overnight. Around that time, a 17-year-old boy also complained 
that Stencil, then pastor of St. Anthony Parish in Casa Grande, Ariz., 
had grabbed his crotch in 1999 in a swimming pool. The diocese deter-
mined it was accidental touching, but turned the allegations over to 
police. No criminal charges were filed.

Since 2003, Stencil's name has appeared on the Tucson diocese's list 
of clerics credibly accused of sexually abusing children, and his request 
to be voluntarily defrocked was granted in 2011.

Copenhaver said Stencil passed a fingerprint test showing he did not 
have a criminal history when he was first hired part time by Human 
Services Consultants LLC 12 years ago.

"We did not have any knowledge of his indiscretions, and had we 
known his history we would not have hired him," she said, emphasizing 
that he did not have direct access to children in his job.

Stencil was fired from the company for unrelated reasons earlier this 
year. He later said in a post on his Facebook page that he was working as 
a driver for a private Phoenix bus company that specializes in educational 
tours for school groups and scout troops.

"I have always been upfront with my employers about my past as a 
priest," Stencil wrote in an email to the AP when asked for comment. 
He said he unsuccessfully asked years ago for his name to be removed 
from the diocese's list, adding, "Since then, I have decided to simply live 
my life as best I can."

The AP's analysis also found that more than 160 of the priests 
remained in the comfortable position of continuing to work or volunteer 

in a church, with three-quarters of those continuing to serve in some 
capacity in the Roman Catholic Church. Others moved on as ministers 
and priests in different denominations, with new roles such as organist 
or even as priests in Catholic churches not affiliated with the Vatican, 
sometimes despite known or published credible accusations against 
them.

In more than 30 cases, priests accused of sexual abuse in the U.S. 
simply moved overseas, where they worked as Roman Catholic priests 
in good standing in countries including Peru, Mexico, the Philippines, 
Ireland and Colombia. The AP found that in all, roughly 110 clergy 
members moved or were suspected of moving out of the U.S. after allega-
tions were made.

At least five priests were excommunicated from the Roman Catholic 
Church because of their refusal to stop participating in other religious 
activity.

More than three decades ago, James A. Funke and a fellow teacher 
at a St. Louis Catholic high school, Jerome Robben, went to prison for 
sexually abusing male students together. Funke, released in 1995, was 
eventually bounced from the priesthood. But years later, the two men 
joined together again, promoting Robben as the leader of a church of 
his own making.

Since 2004, Missouri records show that Robben has listed his St. 
Louis home as the base for a religious organization operating under at 
least three different names. Beginning in 2014, those papers have identi-
fied Funke as the order's secretary and one of its three directors.

Mary Kruger, whose son committed suicide when he was 21 after 
being abused by the men in high school, said she raised fresh concerns 
about Robben in 2007 when she heard he was presenting himself as a 
cleric.

At the time, he was being considered for promotion to bishop in a 
conservative Christian order based in Ontario, Canada. Kruger said 
members of the order told her that Robben had dismissed questions 
about his abuse conviction, claiming he had merely rented an apartment 
to Funke and that police blamed him for not knowing what went on 
inside.

Robben eventually was defrocked from the Christian order, and appar-
ently then started his own. Until last year, when its paperwork expired, 
the group was registered with Missouri officials as the Syrian Orthodox 
Exarchate. However, a Facebook post from 2017 identified Robben — 
photographed wearing a crown and gold vestments — as the leader of a 
Russian Byzantine order raising money to build a monastery in Nevada.

Funke refused comment when approached by an AP reporter, and 
Robben did not respond to requests for comment.

"If they could wind up in jail next week, I'd be ecstatic," Kruger said. 
"I think as long as they're alive, they're dangerous."
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